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Abstract6

As machine learning (ML) becomes the prominent technology for many emerging problems,7

dedicated ML computers are being developed at a variety of scales, from clouds to edge de-8

vices. However, the heterogeneous, parallel, and multi-layer characteristics of conventional ML9

computers concentrate the cost of development on the software stack, namely, ML frameworks,10

compute libraries, and compilers, which limits the productivity of new ML computers. fractal11

von Neumann architecture (FvNA) is proposed to address the programming productivity issue12

for ML computers. FvNA is scale-invariant to program, thus making the development of a13

family of scaled ML computers as easy as a single node.14

In this study, we generalize FvNA to the field of general-purpose parallel computing. We15

model FvNA as an abstract parallel computer, referred to as the fractal parallel machine (FPM),16

to demonstrate several representative general-purpose tasks that are efficiently programmable.17

FPM limits the entropy of programming by applying constraints on the control pattern of18

the parallel computing systems. However, FPM is still general-purpose and cost-optimal. We19

settle some preliminary results showing that FPM is as powerful as many fundamental parallel20

computing models such as BSP and Alternating Turing Machine. Therefore, FvNA is also21

generally applicable to various fields other than ML.22

1 Introduction23

Machine learning (ML) is fast becoming the prominent technology to be used for many emerging24

applications, including image processing, voice recognizing, gaming, and intelligent healthcare. Fur-25

thermore, the applications of ML scale from mobile and edge to supercomputing: For example, in26

the mobile phone scenarios, the “Snap’n’Shop” (product image search) features [1] are pervasive27

in today’s mobile shopping Apps, and this feature relies on ML for the semantic understanding of28

images. In the field of supercomputing, meanwhile the 2020 ACM Gorden Bell Prize was awarded29

to Weile Jia et al . [2] who pushed the limit of ab initio molecular dynamics to 100 million atoms30

by integrating ML into physical modeling. Consequently, ML computers are being developed at a31

variety of scales. For example, Ascend, Huawei’s ML computer, is as small as the IP core in the32
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mobile SoC (e.g., Ascend Tiny in HiSillicon Kirin 9000) and as large as the AI cluster (e.g., Atlas33

900 including thousands of Ascend 910 chips, up to 1 ExaFlops @ FP16).34

Due to the heterogeneous, parallel, multi-layer, and anisostratal (i.e., different ISA adopted in35

each layer of the system) characteristics of the conventional ML computer architecture, the software36

stack on every scaled model must be developed on an ad hoc basis. As a result, the R&D costs of37

ML computers are concentrated on software development, namely, the programming productivity38

issue.39

We take the programming of a GPU cluster as an example. To leverage a single GPU, software de-40

velopers write CUDA programs to implement common ML operators, such as Conv2D, AvgPool, and41

SoftMax. The CUDA program must allocate and use the global, shared, and local memory explicitly42

to utilize the power of the GPU. Moreover, the developer may also need to implement fused operators43

[3] for optimal efficiency, contributing to a significant part of the development workload. However,44

when the computer extends to multiple GPUs and nodes, the software stack must be inadvertently45

reworked to include the control of multi-GPU/multi-node communication and synchronization. The46

fused operators on the cluster are unlikely reusable from the single-GPU codebase. Empirically,47

NVIDIA provides single-GPU operators and multi-GPU/multi-node operators via different libraries48

(i.e., the CUB/NCCL library). The fused operators are supported under the TensorRT framework,49

but no support for multi-GPU/multi-node is provided. This makes the programming experience for50

end users dependent on the machine scale. The end users must divide and distribute payloads as51

the software stack supports accordingly, resulting in scale-dependent programs.52

Addressing the productivity issue, we proposed ML computers with fractal von Neumann ar-53

chitecture (FvNA) [4, 5]. FvNA borrows the geometric concept fractal to describe the self-similar54

patterns applied to any scale. With FvNA, we define the programs and the architecture in a scale-55

invariant way. Both are free to zoom until an appropriate match, i.e., the actual execution. FvNA56

is multi-layer but isostratal, which literally means “same across layered structures”. That is, every57

layer in the system adopts the same ISA. The lower layer is fully controlled by the higher layer, thus58

only the top layer is exposed to the programmer as a monolithic processor. Therefore, ML comput-59

ers built with FvNA are programmable under a scale-invariant, homogeneous and sequential view.60

Prior works have shown that FvNA is applicable to the ML domain and alleviates the programming61

productivity issue while keeping the comparable efficiency as its ad hoc counterparts.62

However, there still remain unanswered questions about FvNA. In this study, we address the63

most important ones, including the following. (1) How could FvNA remain quite efficient with such64

a strict architectural constraint? (2) Is FvNA also applicable to payloads from other domains? (3)65

If so, what are the exact prerequisites? To answer these questions, we start by modeling the fractal66

parallel machine (FPM), from where the cost, power, and limitation of fractal machines can be67

reasonably discussed. We settle some preliminary results showing that the FPM is as powerful as68

many fundamental parallel computing models, e.g., BSP, Alternating Turing Machine, etc. These69

results support our extension of fractal parallel computing to the domain of general-purpose parallel70

computing.71
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1.1 Background72

We provide first the definition of fractal regarding computer architectures. Fractalness is the prim-73

itive property of computing problems stating that there exists a finite program, when executed on74

arbitrarily scaled parallel machines, that solves the problem uniformly in finite time. Therefore,75

when saying a parallel computing system is fractal, we imply that the system always adopts the76

same program regardless of the scale.77

Being fractal is to adopt a scale-invariant description of the computing system. Fractal parallel78

computing systems are self-similar at different scales, i.e., adopting the same set of descriptions79

(e.g., ISA and program) for hardware resources, payloads, and execution behaviors. Therefore, the80

systems are freely scalable according to the description of a single scale. In this study, we refer to81

the principle as isostratal, which literally means “same across layered structures”.82

We define the scheme of payloads on fractal parallel computing systems as fracop.83

Definition 1 (fracop). An operator f is a fracop, if there is another operator g so that84

f(X) = g(f(X1), f(X2), . . . , f(Xk)) (1)

where85

X1, X2, . . . , Xk ⊆ X (2)

We refer to g as the reduction operator, and f(X1), f(X2), . . . , f(Xk) as sub-fracops.86

fracop is defined following the isostratal principle, i.e., defined in a scale-invariant description.87

The parallel execution behavior of a fracop is generated by iteratively decomposing it into sub-88

fracops until matching the parallelism and the capacity of the underlying hardware. This process89

resembles the generating rules for fractal geometrics (e.g., the Sierpiński carpet).90

FvNA is a multi-layer, isostratal parallelized von Neumann architecture. It inherits the pro-91

cessing unit, control unit, memory, and input/output mechanisms to the massive external storage92

from the von Neumann architecture, while the processing units are extended into two categories:93

multiple fractal functional units (FFU) and a local functional unit (LFU). FFUs are homogeneous94

components including a new layer of the same FvNA inside them. Therefore, the layered structure95

of FvNA is scale-invariant, constituting the fractalness of the system, i.e., freely scalable by recur-96

sively building new layers into the FFUs. FvNA when viewed from a global perspective forms a tree97

structure. The memory in a layer acts like the external storage for its child layer. The LFU can98

perform light-weight data processing in the memory, such as basic partition and reduction of tasks.99

To leverage leaf processors, data must be copied from layer to layer, under the control of the same100

program (i.e., codes of fracop), as required by the isostratal principle.101

We start our analysis by modeling FvNA as our first fractal parallel computing model. L.102

G. Valiant [6] proposed and analyzed a homogeneous multi-layer parallel model, i.e., Multi-BSP.103

Despite the anisostratal characteristic of Multi-BSP, we can build our model of FPM based on it104

with only minor extensions. In the next section, we start by defining FPM in a way that resembles105

that of Multi-BSP. Note that the defined model is not intended to restrict the concept of fractal106

parallel computing, but to provide an intuitive but complete specification as an example for further107
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discussion.108

2 Materials and Methods109

2.1 Modeling Fractal Parallel Machines110

An instance of FPM is a tree structure of nested components. Each component contains a memory,111

a processor (which could be modeled as a random accessing machine), and (except for the leaf112

components in Layer 0) k child components. Components can execute fracops, i.e., read some113

input data from the external storage, perform computation on the processor, and then write output114

data to the external storage. The processor may divide the fracop into k smaller-scaled sub-fracops115

and distribute the sub-fracops to the child components (if there are any). Therefore, to program116

FPM, we only program a single processor, and all processors in the instance must run the same117

program.118

To define an instance of FPM, only two parameters d, k are required. d specifies the depth of119

the tree and k specifies the number of child components in a component. We define the number of120

processors p to count all processors in the FPM, i.e., p =
∑d

i=0 k
i. Trivially, d = O(log p), and p is121

always only a constant factor larger than the count of leaf processors.122

Compared with Valiant’s Multi-BSP, FPM minimized the parameters for simpler abstraction.123

What is more important, FPM puts explicit restrictions on the programming by only exposing a124

single processor to the programming interface. The processor is only aware of its parent component125

and child components, but not the global system specification. The program never knows where126

it resides in the tree structure. Therefore, FPM cannot be programmed to be scale-dependent by127

definition.128

Generally, the payload on FPM is specified as a fracop. A fracop is divided and distributed to129

the child processors, from where it is further divided and distributed to the child processors of child130

processors, and so on. The processor executes a fracop in the following ordered steps:131

1. Retrieve input data from the parent memory. Data transmission costs unit time per data.132

2. Carry out the computation. If there are child processors, perform the following steps in order:133

(a) Divide the fracop into multiple (commonly multiples of k) smaller-scaled sub-fracops.134

(b) Distribute the sub-fracops to k child processors. Wait for the child processors to work135

until all the results of the sub-fracops are submitted. The waiting time depends on the136

maximal time cost of the child processors.137

Optionally, it is also allowed to distribute the last divided fracop to the current processor138

instead of a child processor if the current executing fracop is halting after this step,139

namely, the tail recursion.140

(c) Reduce the results of the sub-fracops to obtain the final result of the original fracop.141

Otherwise, the computation of the original fracop is carried out completely on the processor.142

The processor costs unit time per operation it performs.143
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3. Submit the result to the parent memory. Data transmission costs unit time per data.144

Note that one can trivially implement multiple different fracops into a single fracop through145

self-extraction by tail recursion and case-by-case routine selection. Provided that the code is still146

bounded under a constant length (i.e., invariant to problem sizes and model scales), it does not147

violate fractalness. Therefore, despite defining the payload as a single fracop here, it is not meant148

to limit the total number of (and types of) operations an FPM supports.149

The above-described execution of a fracop transmits the data layer by layer down to Layer 0,150

carries out the computation, and then submits and reduces the results layer by layer up to Layer d151

(the root). Therefore, the latency of each fracop depends on the scale: larger-scale FPM often has152

more layers, and hence longer latencies. However, with a sequence of independent workloads, the153

execution could be pipelined to maintain a scale-invariant throughput.154

2.2 Fractal Programming Style155

We illustrate the fractal programming style of FPM by sample programs. The chosen samples include156

naive matrix multiplication, mergesort, and edit distance, covering the different parallel algorithm157

categories including embarrassingly parallel, divide-and-conquer, and dynamic programming algo-158

rithms, respectively. Finally, we show how to efficiently simulate a bridging parallel model BSP [7],159

settling a sound lower bound on the power and efficiency of FPM.160

Algorithm 1 Naive Matrix Multiplication161

Require: Input matrices A,B162

Ensure: Output matrix saved in C163

1: function MatMul(A[u, v], B[v, w], C[u,w])164

2: if is leaf then . (1) End of recursion165

3: for x < u do166

4: for y < w do167

5: C[x, y] :=
∑

i<v A[x, i]×B[i, y]168

6: end for169

7: end for170

8: else if u ≥ 2 then . (2) Binary split along u171

9: fracop MatMul(A[0 : u
2 , 0 : v], B, C[0 : u

2 , 0 : w])172

10: fracop MatMul(A[u2 : u, 0 : v], B,C[u2 : u, 0 : w])173

11: else if w ≥ 2 then . (3) Binary split along w174

12: fracop MatMul(A,B[0 : v, 0 : w
2 ], C[0 : u, 0 : w

2 ])175

13: fracop MatMul(A,B[0 : v, w
2 : w], C[0 : u, w

2 : w])176

14: else . (4) Binary split along v177

15: fracop MatMul(A[0 : u, 0 : v
2 ], B[0 : v

2 , 0 : w], S)178

16: fracop MatMul(A[0 : u, v
2 : v], B[v2 : v, 0 : w], T )179

17: C := S + T180

18: end if181

19: end function182
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The first sample is a naive matrix multiplication (Algorithm 1), which is one of the fractal183

instructions implemented on Cambricon-F. The fractal MatMul program is divided into four cases:184

(1) On leaf component MatMul is implemented as conventional for-loops; otherwise, the matrices185

are binary-split along the (2) u-dimension, (3) w-dimension, or (4) v-dimension.186

Any routine of the (2,3,4) generates two independent fracops, regardless of the actual FPM187

parameter k as one processor can efficiently simulate several layers of the FPM before actually188

scheduling sub-fracops to the child processors.189

Lemma 1 (Free zooming). The decomposition of a fracop does not need to follow the model190

parameter k.191

Proof. We show an efficient simulation of a different number of child processors (as in Algorithm 2).192

Virtualize simulates the given program Fracop and saves the generated sub fracops in a depen-193

dency graph G. Once G contains sufficient (≥ k) independent fracops, fracops are distributed to194

the k child processors.195

After each iteration of sub-fracops distribution, Virtualize recurs itself on the tail, and hence196

a series of Virtualize fracops are self-extracted and executed on the current processor. Therefore,197

every single iteration meets the definition of fracop from Definition 1; that is, all divided sub-198

fracops are distributed to the child processors at simultaneously (in step 2b). Once the reduction199

step (step 2c) of a fracop starts, no new sub-fracops are generated from this fracop anymore.200

Algorithm 2 FPM Virtualization201

Require: The Fracop(X,Y ) programmed with a different number of children k′202

Ensure: The same behavior as Fracop(X,Y ), but utilizes all k child processors even when k′ < k203

1: function Virtualize(Fracop, G = {DAG with a single vertice (X,Y,∅)})204

2: while G is not empty do205

3: if there are multiple of k leaf vertices (X,Y,∅) in G then . Schedule fracops to child206

4: for leaf vertices (X,Y,∅) in G do207

5: remove (X,Y,∅) from G208

6: fracop Virtualize(Fracop, {DAG with a single vertice (X,Y,∅)})209

7: end for210

8: return fracop Virtualize(Fracop, G) . Tail recursion to start a new fracop211

9: else . Simulate on the current processor to generate more sub fracops to schedule212

10: (X,Y,M) := select a leaf vertice from G213

11: if M = ∅ then . New fracop214

12: repeat215

13: single-stepping simulate Fracop(X,Y ) in memory M216

14: until all Fracop(X1, Y1),Fracop(X2, Y2), . . . generated in the simulation217

15: for all Xi, Yi do218

16: add (Xi, Yi,∅) into G219

17: add edge from (X,Y,M) to (Xi, Yi,∅)220

18: add edge from (Xi, Yi,∅) to (Xj , Yj ,∅) for all j < i, where Xi depends on Yj221
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19: end for222

20: else . Simulated fracop, waiting for reduction223

21: simulate Fracop(X,Y ) in memory M until halting224

22: remove (X,Y,M) from G225

23: end if226

24: end if227

25: end while228

26: end function229

Comparing with the original program Fracop executed on an iso-processor-count FPM parame-230

terized with k′, the simulation costs are with in a constant multiplicative factor for all finite k′, k ≥ 2,231

as only the partition and reduction steps are increased by finitely many times. Note that imbal-232

anced workload from layers can accumulate into a significant overhead, leading to sub-optimality.233

For example when k′ = 2 and k = 3, one child processor idle from each layer leads to sub-optimality234

since 3d /∈ O(2d). For k not divisible by k′, find their least common multiplier as the target number235

of fracops to decompose into. �236

Free zooming is one of the desirable consequences of applying FPM. The actual machine can237

zoom in to obtain more detailed parallel behaviors (as shown in the proof of Lemma 1), or zoom238

out to save the transmission of common input data by merging many fracops into one. Hence, the239

programming experience on FPM is independent even of the model parameter k. From here upon,240

we write fractal programs concentrating on the semantics, disregarding k.241

The second sample program is MergeSort (Algorithim 3). This is a typical divide-and-conquer242

algorithm that inherently fits the fractal programming style.243

Algorithm 3 Mergesort244

Require: Input sequence X245

Ensure: Sorted sequence Y246

1: function MergeSort(X[n], Y [n])247

2: if n ≥ 2 then . Binary split248

3: fracop MergeSort(X[0 : n
2 ], S)249

4: fracop MergeSort(X[n2 : n], T )250

5: i := 0, j := 0 . Merge the partial results S, T into Y251

6: repeat252

7: if i = n
2 ∨ S[i] ≥ T [j] then253

8: Y [i + j] := T [j]254

9: j := j + 1255

10: else256

11: Y [i + j] := S[i]257

12: i := i + 1258

13: end if259

14: until i + j = n260

15: end if261
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16: end function262

Evidently, Algorithm 3 is almost identical to a sequential code on a single core system, despite263

the recursive calls being modeled as sub-fracops. The execution is automatically parallelized on264

FPM (optionally via Virtualize if k is not exactly 2).265

The last sample program is the Levenshtein edit distance (EditDist, Algorithm 4), which is266

solved through a typical dynamic programming algorithm. EditDist is nonintuitive to implement267

on most parallel programming models; here we illustrate the versatility of the fractal programming268

style to cover implementation details. Overall, EditDist computes the dynamic programming269

matrix by diagonals, as the values on the same diagonal are independent of each other. We exploit270

the parallelism by decomposing the diagonals into sub-fracops. EditDist can be divided into five271

routines, on a case-by-case basis:272

1. At the end of recursion, compute a segment of the diagonal directly using the Bellman equation.273

2. During recursion, binary split the diagonal segment to generate two sub-fracops.274

3. On initialization, swap the input strings on demand so that A is never longer than B; deal the275

special cases where either string is empty.276

4. At the end of the computation, return the final result d.277

5. The main iteration is divided into three stages: the left upper triangle, the middle part, and the278

right lower triangle of the dynamic programming matrix. In each iteration, a sub-fracop that279

corresponds to the computation of a diagonal and a tail-recurring fracop that corresponds to280

the next iteration are generated.281

Algorithm 4 Edit Distance282

Require: Input string A[m], B[n]; Let s = 1283

Ensure: Edit distance d284

1: function EditDist(A[m], B[n], U [u], V [v],W [w], s, d)285

2: if is leaf and s = 0 then . End of recursion286

3: for i < w do287

4: W [i] :=

V [i] if A[m− i] = B[i]

min(U [i], U [i + 1], V [i]) + 1 otherwise
288

5: end for289

6: else if s = 0 then . Recursively compute a diagonal W of the DP matrix290

7: fracop EditDist(A[w2 : m], B[0 : w
2 ], U [0 : w

2 + 1], V [0 : w
2 ],W [0 : w

2 ], 0, .)291

8: fracop EditDist(A[0 : w
2 ], B[w2 : n], U [w2 − 1 : u], V [w2 : v],W [w2 : w], 0, .)292

9: else if s = 1 then . Entry point, initialization293

10: V := {0}, U := {1, 1}294

11: if n ≥ m > 0 then . |B| ≥ |A|, start diagonal computations295

12: fracop EditDist(A,B,U, V, {0}, 2, d)296

13: else if m > n > 0 then . Swap A,B so that |B| ≥ |A|297

14: fracop EditDist(B,A,U, V, {0}, 2, d)298
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15: else . Special case of empty strings299

16: d := m + n300

17: end if301

18: else if s = m + n + 1 then . End of computation302

19: d := U [0]303

20: else . Main iteration implemented as tail recursion, divided into three cases:304

21: if s ≤ m then . 1. Left upper triangle area305

22: fracop EditDist(A[0 : s− 1], B[0 : s− 1], U, V,W, 0, .)306

23: fracop EditDist(A,B, {s}+ W + {s}, U, {. . . (s) zeros . . . }, s + 1, d)307

24: else if s ≤ n then . 2. Middle parallelogram area308

25: fracop EditDist(A,B[s−m− 1 : s− 1], U, V,W, 0, .)309

26: fracop EditDist(A,B,W + {s}, U, {. . . (m) zeros . . . }, s + 1, d)310

27: else . 3. Right lower triangle area311

28: fracop EditDist(A[s− n− 1 : m], B[s−m− 1 : n], U, V,W, 0, .)312

29: fracop EditDist(A,B,W,U, {. . . (m + n + 1− s) zeros . . . }, s + 1, d)313

30: end if314

31: end if315

32: end function316

The example shows that FPM is applicable even for nonintuitive algorithms. Compared with317

conventional parallel programs, the illustrated fractal program is even cleaner and less error-prone, as318

there is no explicit communication, synchronization, or resource contention. Although one may argue319

that the fractal programming style is strictly constrained compared with the conventional wisdom320

of parallel programming, we empirically find that it is surprisingly hard to name a counterexample321

that is not efficiently tractable in the fractal programming style but in other parallel models. We322

cannot help but wonder if this is reasonable: we address this question in the next section.323

As the last sample program, we show how to simulate BSP supersteps [7] on FPM (Algorithm 5).324

The simulation can be cost-optimal under certain preconditions. As BSP is a bridging model,325

the efficient simulation of BSP shows a sound lower bound on the power of FPM. The fracop326

Superstep divides v BSP processors into k groups, each containing v/k BSP processors. The327

memory M (represented as a hash map) is then divided accordingly. Groups are distributed to the328

child processors. Cross-group messages are saved in another hash map C, which is merged into M329

in the reduction step.330

Algorithm 5 BSP Superstep331

Require: BSP memory M as a hash map, set of all the BSP processors P332

Ensure: A superstep performed on M333

1: function Superstep(M , P , C)334

2: if is leaf then335

3: simulate the BSP processors P on M until synchronization336

4: write the cross-group messages in C337

5: else338
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6: divide P evenly into k groups P1, P2, . . . , Pk339

7: divide M accordingly into M1,M2, . . . ,Mk340

8: for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k do341

9: fracop Superstep(Mi, Pi, Ci)342

10: end for343

11: for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k do344

12: merge Mi into M345

13: for all message m in Ci do346

14: if the destination of m lies in M then347

15: write m into M348

16: else349

17: write m into C350

18: end if351

19: end for352

20: end for353

21: end if354

22: end function355

The main obstacle to a cost-optimal simulation is that we have a centralized data transmission356

bottleneck in FPM. All input/output data are transmitted from or to the root, which only has a357

constant data rate, resulting in a Ω(|M |) lower bound on the simulation cost. However, following358

the result from [8], if we consider the size of memory and the computation time of the processors as359

constants, adding a slackness of O(log p) is sufficient for optimality. That is, let the BSP model have360

more processors than FPM, say v = Ω(p log p) BSP processors. The partition, data transmission,361

and reduction in a layer all cost constant time. Although the cost is accumulated per layer, the total362

overhead is O(d), and d = O(log p), which is aligned with the slacked computation time.363

In this study, we extend the result from [8] by allowing a sublinear size of memory (rather than364

only a constant) with regard to the number of processors, if more slackness is acceptable. The result365

shows that locality is required for payloads to be efficient on FPM. The better the locality, the less366

slackness is required. We formalize the result as the following theorem.367

Theorem 1. Let T (n) = Ω(log n) denote the parallel slackness. FPM with p processors can368

simulate BSP with pT (p) processors in time O(T (p)), if the total memory size |M | = O(T (p)).369

Proof. As previously described, the data transmission costs O(|M |) on the root (layer d→ d− 1).370

When adding another layer, the data transmission cost is reduced by k times (as the group size is371

divided by k), excluding the cost of possibly increased cross-group messages C. However, the cost372

of transmitting C is hidden under the big-O notation due to the constrained h-relation of BSP. The373

total data transmission is summed up as
∑d

i=1 O(|M |)ki−d, which is still O(|M |). From the same374

argument, the control and reduction are also hidden under the data transmission cost. Therefore,375

the overall cost is O(|M |) + O(T (p)), where the theorem follows from. �376
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2.3 Boundary377

Architects often use BSP as a bridging model. We have shown that FPM is equivalent to BSP in378

terms of computing power and cost (under the locality and the slackness preconditions). However,379

we have not irrefutably set the boundary of fractal programming in terms of computing power. The380

above reduction requires the payload programmed on the BSP instead. Therefore, yet we cannot381

conclude that anything programmable on BSP has a corresponding fractal program as the BSP382

model does not imply the scale-invariance of its programs.383

In this section, we settle the boundary of fractalness in the field of general-purpose parallel384

computing. The first statement addresses a common fallacy that only the problems from a minority385

class are programmable in the fractal style. The fractalness of a problem, when not considering386

efficiency, is only an alternative expression of the recursiveness or uniformity. This is trivial due to387

the Turing completeness of the FPM.388

Theorem 2. Recursive language class R is exactly the set of languages decidable on FPM.389

Proof. To show that languages in R are decidable on FPM, use a processor in the FPM to simulate390

TMs. To show that languages decidable on FPMs are in R, use TMs to simulate FPMs. �391

However, although FPM is Turing-complete, it may be still less powerful than its ad hoc coun-392

terparts: Ad hoc parallel machines may even decide non-recursive languages. Note that excessive393

programs may serve as advice strings. We take the MPMD model as an example.394

Theorem 3. MPMD decides Halting.395

Proof. As MPMD allows n parallel nodes to be programmed separately, we can hardcode one bit of396

extra information into each program without violating rules (each program has a constant length).397

At the beginning of the computation, the machine can gather the bits, form an n-bit natural number398

denoted as m, and broadcast m. Here, m introduces non-uniformity into the model. Let m be the399

number of TMs that have descriptive size n and halt on empty tapes. Then, we have Algorithm 6400

that decides the Halting problem in finite time.401

Algorithm 6 Halting402

Require: An n-node MPMD model hardcoding m. Input a TM description N (n bits).403

Ensure: Decide if N halts on empty tapes.404

1: Gather and broadcast m.405

2: x := 0.406

3: parallel for M ∈ [0, 2n) do407

4: Simulate M on empty tape until halting.408

5: If M = N , abort and accept.409

6: Atomically increase x.410

7: If x = m, abort and reject.411

8: end parallel for412

�413
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Excessive programming is harmful. As we have shown in Theorem 3, ad hoc parallel machines414

with multiple programmable components may abstract to a non-uniform model M , as it requires a415

non-constant Kolmogorov complexity to define a scalable ad hoc parallel model [9]. The extra power416

is far beyond both the mathematical meaning of computation and the practical interests, as the pro-417

grams of high Kolmogorov complexity are unlikely producible by either human or Turing machines.418

However, the non-uniformity is the root cause of scale-dependent programming experiences, a major419

contributor to the programming productivity issue.420

Thus far, we show that FPM is as powerful as any uniform computing model. However, this is not421

all about fractal parallel computing. Not only the scale-invariant programming experience makes422

fractal parallel computing attractive (considering that it is already invariant in most theoretical423

computing models, e.g., Nondeterministic TM, Alternating TM, and uniform circuits), but also the424

competitive computing efficiency achieved in practical machines. Regarding parallel computing, we425

are especially concerned about how FPMs perform on efficiently parallelizable problems (i.e., the426

problems in NC [10]). By definition, NCk is the set of problems that is decidable by L-uniform427

circuits in SIZE ,DEPTH (nO(1), logk n), and NC is the union of NCk for all finite k.428

However, the parallel time complexity of problems in NC is sublinear, whereas the time on FPM429

is lower bounded by linear time due to the centralized input data and the constant data rate at the430

root. We have shown how the centralized input data can get reasonable workarounds in Theorem 1.431

Here, we extend the model by adding a dedicated memory to provide input data directly to any432

processors in the model, resembling that we commonly equip an input tape in addition to a working433

tape when discussing logarithmic space Turing machines. Only then the discussion on parallel time434

complexity makes theoretical sense.435

Definition 2 (FPM*). FPM* is the extended FPM equipped with a read-only random access436

memory MI , saving input data that is directly accessible from all processors. FPM* time is the437

overall cost, and FPM* space is the maximum memory space used in any of the processors.438

After the extension, FPM* becomes quite similar to Alternating TM [11], as ATM itself also439

conforms to the fractalness criteria. The most notable difference is that FPM* processors cost time440

to transmit data to their child processors, whereas the configuration of ATM is forked at no cost.441

FPM* shows that it can be efficient although the computing state is forced to copy per layer.442

We first show that log-space uniform circuits are efficiently constructible on FPM*.443

Lemma 2. Problems in NL are decidable in FPM* O(log2 n) time and O(log n) space.444

Proof. Resembles the argument of Savitch’s theorem [12]. STCON is decidable by multiplying445

the adjacency matrix A up to its n-th power and then checking the value in cell (s, t). A fracop on446

FPM* with parameters 〈x, y,m, i− = 1, i+ = n〉 computes the value in cell x, y of the m-th power447

of the n× n input matrix A by Am(x, y) =
∑i+

i=i− Abm/2c(i, y)Adm/2e(x, i). The fracop first binary448

splits the range of i, generating log n layers of binary disjunctions. Then an additional layer decides449

the conjunction between Abm/2c(i, y) and Adm/2e(x, i). The program then decides both by calling450

〈i, y, bm/2c〉 and 〈x, i, dm/2e〉 recursively. Finally, values in A1 are read from the input memory.451

The fracop executes in (log n + 1) log n layers, each performing a basic logical operation and452

returning a single Boolean value. The fracop calling requires O(log n) bits encoding parameters.453

However, as the control from each layer only puts one more bit on each parameter, the parameters454
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may be infiltrated to save time; that is, the processors may prematurely place whatever bits they455

receive into their child processors’ memories and notify the child processors to relay the parameter456

infiltration. Thus, data transmission costs for passing parameters are overlapped within O(log2 n)457

globally. Therefore, STCON is decidable in O(log2 n) time. The space is used at most to save the458

parameters, which is O(log n).459

The lemma follows from the fact that STCON is NL-complete under AC0 many-one reduc-460

tions [13]. The reduction costs additional O(log n) layers and O(1) space. To simulate any NTM of461

O(log n) space on FPM*, replace the read operation to the input adjacency matrix with an additional462

computation tree checking if the NTM configuration y is a direct successor of x. �463

We now present the efficient NCk execution on FPM* for k ≥ 2.464

Theorem 4. NCk is decidable in FPM* O(logk n) time and O(log n) space for k ≥ 2.465

Proof. Let the FPM* simulate gates on processors. A fracop on FPM* with parameters 〈S〉466

maps the following subroutines to the children:467

1. Decide the name of the current gate, by simulating the circuit generator on state S. As NC468

is defined under L-uniformity, the circuit generator can be simulated in O(log2 n) layers of469

FPM*, following Lemma 2.470

2. Recursively call the fracop with parameters 〈S + L〉 to evaluate the left input gate.471

3. Recursively call the fracop with parameters 〈S + R〉 to evaluate the right input gate.472

After these fracops are finished, a reduction step computes the value of this gate, which is then473

reported to the parent. On the leaf processors, the input values to the circuit are read from the474

input memory.475

The fracop executes in O(logk n) + O(log2 n) layers (the depth of the NCk circuit plus the476

depth of the circuit generator), with each layer performing a constant number of basic operations477

and returning a single Boolean value. State S is also decided one bit per layer. Thus we can apply478

the same infiltration trick as in the proof of Lemma 2. Therefore, the theorem follows from the479

constant time cost per layer, and the space cost is again at most O(log n) used to save parameters.480

�481

Thus far we show the equivalent power of FPM* and ATM, as the latter is shown to be efficient482

for only k ≥ 2 either[14]. Actually, ATM and FPM* are equivalent to each other within a constant483

factor. The most notable difference of the configuration copying cost is effectively suppressed by484

the infiltration trick, as the configuration of ATM also only changes by a constant number of bits485

during each alternating step.486

3 Results487

We extended the concept of fractal parallel computing to the general purpose in this study. The main488

results are three-fold. Theoretically, 1) recursive languages are fractal (Theorem 2), and 2) a fractal489
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parallel machine is efficient if the language it recognizes is efficient on any uniform parallel machine490

(Theorem 4). In practice, 3) FPM is efficient for any parallel algorithms, if given sufficient slackness491

and locality to overcome the sequential data input/output from the external storage (Theorem 1).492

These preliminary results prove that fractalness is never a special criterion for parallel computing,493

but is fairly general.494

4 Discussion495

The concept of fractal parallel computing and the FPM abstraction model was developed from496

FvNA. FvNA was originally proposed to provide a scale-invariant programming experience for the497

domain of machine learning. Currently, we proposed two different FvNA architectures targeting the498

ML field.499

• Cambricon-F [4] is the specialized fractal machine that has a predefined fractal instruction set,500

including convolutions, matrix multiplications, pooling, element-wise transforming, sorting,501

and counting. It is motivated by the observation that the most time-consuming parts of most502

ML algorithms are constituted by these operations. Therefore, with minimal help from the503

CPU, almost all ML algorithms should be supported with optimal efficiency. Programs are504

scale-invariant so that they are universally applicable to a series of Cambricon-F instances.505

• Cambricon-FR [5] in contrast, is the universal fractal machine that we proposed later. We506

enabled program-defined fracops in the instruction set rather than only predefined. Therefore,507

for the alternative and “corner case” operations that are not covered in the Cambricon-F508

instruction set, Cambricon-FR can stay efficient. The program is also scale-invariant.509

Either the specialized or the universal FPM instances could be favored when the machines are510

developed on various scales.511

However, even when working with conventional hardware (e.g., GPU clusters) targeting general-512

purpose parallel computing, programming may also benefit from the concept of fractal parallel513

computing. We clarified that, although originally developed from the domain of ML, fractal parallel514

computing is fairly generally applicable. Therefore, certain fractal programming frameworks could515

be developed ubiquitously (e.g., as in [15] has been implemented for BSP). We believe that full516

implementation of FPM could be handy in various scenarios: Due to the scale-invariance of FPM,517

cloud services deployed via FPM automatically become elastic, adding or reducing cloud resources518

on demand. The FPM program is the same for both cloud and edge, making computation offloading519

easy to achieve [16]. Instances of FPM can be made from systems either as large as the entire world520

wide web or as small as micrometer-scale in-vivo devices.521

One of the most interesting discoveries from this study is that most problems that we compute522

are fractal, while most parallel architectures are controlled and programmed in an ad hoc style. The523

concept of fractal parallel computing is placing strict but reasonable constraints on the program-524

ming style, and relying on the parallel execution model to automatically generate the details of the525

behavior. The control at each scale must be the same. By forcing this, uncertainties of program526
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behaviors, especially on massively parallel machines, are drastically reduced. This can be considered527

entropy reduction in the programs [17]. Currently, fractal machines, such as Cambricon-F/FR, only528

leverage such entropy reduction to simplify software development. Whether energy reduction can529

be achieved by introducing fractal controlling into conventional parallel machines is an interesting530

open question.531
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